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Sofia The First Sofia's Magic Lesson
Synopsis
When Cedric makes Sofia his apprentice, she doesn't suspect that he is after her magical amulet yet again. But the magic of friendship is the true lesson to be learned when Sofia helps Cedric out of a "tricky" situation.
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Customer Reviews
When Cedric makes Sofia his apprentice, she doesn't suspect that he is after her magical amulet yet again. But the magic of friendship is the true lesson to be learned when Sofia helps Cedric out of a 'tricky' situation. What else a kid wants, watching one magic lesson episode again and again and then reading the book for it. WOW!

Cute little book. My kids love Sofia the First. It follows the episode of this pretty closely. Great buy for a kids book, and a child that is a fan of the cartoon!

A true princess knows helping a friend is magical and amazing. This book should be read by every little girl so that a feeling of caring comes from within
I buy books for a Christmas Advent calendar for my grands. This was a perfect addition to their small pile and it was opened and read with glee. :)

My grand kids loved it. So did Grandma!
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